Welcoming front porch to greet guests in style

1st Floor Bedroom Suite options offers comfort for long term guests
Owner’s retreat with ample storage, spa bath & private water closet
LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

OPT. BASEMENT BEDROOM

OPT. WET BAR

BASEMENT BATH

BASEMENT BEDROOM
12'-0" X 13'-0"

OPT. WINDOW W/ OPT. BSMT BEDROOM

LOC. OF EGRESS WINDOW MAY VARY BY OPTIONS SELECTED

PERSONALIZE YOUR HOME WITH ROOMS TO FIT FAMILY'S NEEDS

OPT. FINISHED BASEMENT
38'-0" X 16'-4"

STORAGE

STORAGE

STORAGE

OPT. WET BAR

OPT. WET BAR

MECHANICAL

OPT. BASEMENT BEDROOM

MECHANICAL

BSMT. BATH

Personalize your home with rooms to fits family's needs

NVHome.com
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Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings and room sizes may vary depending on the options and elevations selected. Optional items are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. Floor plan shown for Elevation A unless otherwise noted.